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Written by Jean Leffler, staff writer

Meet Daniel and Jennifer Menden

Menco

W

Construction

Word spreads fast about a quality custom home builder! And, that’s exactly
what Menco Construction brings to your family table – affordable, quality
and custom touches. Daniel and Jennifer Menden own a full-time family-run construction company that focuses work in Sherwood but stretches
into Maumelle, Cabot and other outlying areas. The pair keep their projects within a
30-mile radius from their own home to keep drive time down providing more time to
focus on clients!
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Menco Construction LLC is a full-service construction company. As a first step, Daniel
and Jennifer meet with a client at their office to discuss their budget, needs, wants, and
to work on the preapproval process. Step two is choosing a home site, often on land
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or lots Menco already owns. Once that is complete, Jennifer
draws each client’s custom floor plan while Daniel organizes and
schedules needed perk tests, city permit applications, etc. and
then contracts are reviewed and signed.
Then the truly fun part can start! They review each detail with
you down to what cabinetry and trim you like, what window
color you prefer, and what style you want to accomplish: Are
you a fan of Modern? Craftsman? Ranch Style? A shopping day
is planned to decide on lighting, countertops, flooring and paint
colors. If the shopping day is scheduled on a Saturday, the client doesn’t even have to miss a day of work! After this the client
gets to relax and anticipate their dream home, leaving the work
to Daniel and Jennifer.
The couple typically has eight to 10 projects underway at any
given time. Jennifer says that she and Daniel "divide and conquer"
the work load that building multiple houses simultaneously requires. Daniel, a licensed contractor since 2007, is the hands-on
construction manager. He is mindful about energy efficiency and
knowledgeable in Green Technology; which is so important for

the sustainability of a modern home. He has a long-term relationship
with the sub-contractors and is on the project sites daily. He has been
known to pick up a hammer and be part of the crew if needed!
Jennifer draws the custom floor plans to suit the client’s lifestyle and
brings her attention to detail and design expertise to each project.
She coordinates client meetings and manages the budgets and work
scheduling. Jennifer interviews their clients to explore personal tastes
and lifestyle needs. This ensures that the new home will be functional
for each particular family member.
Organization is very important to Menco Construction’s success.
Jennifer and Daniel schedule the start of a project so as not to overlap
with others underway – this keeps the sub-contractors on time and
job progress and efficiency at an optimum.
In addition to all of the homes, their other priority is their two children, Briley, 7, and Lilly Kate, 3. When the girls are not in school or
extracurricular activities, they can be found on the job site with Daniel
and Jennifer, often interacting with the clients’ children also. Menco
Construction LLC is definitely a family business and family focused!
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ABC Block - Zac Corbitt
Daniel is great with technology and
always up to date on new things that are
in the market. Super organized, which
is important to me so I can do my job. I
love that Daniel values my time.
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Jennifer and Daniel live in Sherwood, in their own Menco home. In
fact, they have lived in several of them! Jennifer says that each time
they build a custom home for a client she picks out something she
would really like to have in her own home – so every few years they
try out these things for themselves!
Another fun fact in building with Menco is that during the building
process, the clients often become fast friends. The relationships
are evident as repeat business comes from referrals. It is not
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unusual for a client to return to Jennifer and Daniel and request
them to build a home for their parents, children, or other family
members. Word of the quality of the work Menco Construction produces spreads through their membership in the Better
Business Bureau and the Home Builders Association, Daniel
serves on the board. Their work, and history, is showcased on
Facebook, Houzz and their website -www.mencoconstructionllc.
com. Contact the Menden’s there or by phone at 501-580-0612
or 501-607-1192.

Harmon Overhead Door - Bill Tatum
Daniel focuses on quality of work. Pays a
great deal of attention to his customers
and focuses on making them happy.
Great with scheduling his subs, we all
work great together. Daniel stays on
schedule which is great for subs but also
keeps his clients happy.
Whit Davis Lumber - Dan Davis
Daniel has great organizational skills.
Very much on top of his jobs and hands
on. Daniel is a family man and easy
going, great to work with.

John W. Martin Plumbing
- Bradley Rogers
Daniel is extremely detail oriented and
does what he says he is going to do.
When Daniel needs me, the job is ready
for me. When you are a sub for a builder
this is huge.
REW - Mike Tanner
Good person to work with. Does what he
says he is going to do. Super honest person. I would recommend to anyone to use
Jennifer and Daniel to build their home
Staley Glass - Jordan Staley
Daniel is one of easiest builders to
work with. When you are building a home
you are going to have issues come up and
he is very understanding. He gives us more
notice than we actually need but it's great
because if something does happen we have
time to fix any problem that might arise.
Daniel is a contractor that we do work for
but we also consider him a friend.
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Quotes from Daniel and
Jennifer's subcontractors:

CounterTop World - David McDougall
Jennifer and Daniel are very organized
which makes things run smoothly. I love
that they come with their clients to help
pick out countertops. They hold their
clients’ hands through the project.
They use a program called Builder Trend
which is so helpful to us subs. We can see
the schedule and any changes. It is very
helpful to me for scheduling.

Royal Overhead Door - Marvin Lewis
Daniel and Jennifer are very laid back
and easy to work with. They build a
great house and we like being involved in
their projects.
Roger Plumlee - Acme Brick
Daniel and Jennifer are a great team!!
Very professional. I really appreciate that
they take care of their bill on time. Appreciate getting to work with them.

www.mencoconstructionllc.com
501-580-0612
501-607-1192

